Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and in particular Discrete Multitone ( D m ) modulation has been proposed for the physical layer of wideband wireless local area networks. As an alternative, Filtered Multitone (FMT,) modulation can be also considered, since it exhibits signijkantly lower spectral overlapping between adjacent subchannels, so providing higher transmission ejiciency than DMT.
Introduction
In this paper we consider multicarrier (MC) systems where the interpolating filters are frequency shifts of a given prototypeJilter and the spacing between adjacent subcarriers is the same for all subcarriers. In fact, only in this case the system may be efficiently implemented by means of a (inverse) fast Fourier transform ((1)FFT) and a network of polyphase filters [l, 21 . Moreover, we restrict our analysis to two cases: i) DMT, where the prototype filter has an ideal rectangular time-domain amplitude characteristic, and ii) FMT, where the prototype filter has a nearly rectangular frequency domain amplitude characteristic. The second choice implies inevitable intersymbol interference (ISI) at the receiver, while intercarrier interference (ICI) between subchannels is almost negligible when an appropriate design of the prototype filter is carried out. Another possible choice of the prototype filter is the square-root Nyquist shape [3] . In this case, IC1 is eliminated by increasing the spacing between adjacent subcarriers, at the expense of a lower bandwidth efficiency.
The peculiarity of DMT systems is that equalization of dispersive channels is performed simply by multiplying the O-7803-6728-6/01/$ I O 00 $18200 1 I E f t .
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signal at the output of each subchannel by a coefficient that is related to the channel frequency response. However, this simple scheme works only if redundancy, in terms of a prefix' of suitable length [4], is inserted in the transmitted signal, which, on the other hand, lowers the system's spectral efficiency. For this reason FMT has been considered and some simple equalization schemes for wireless applications are investigated.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly outline the system model. In Section 3 we investigate some possible equalization methods for FMT systems and lastly in Section 4 some performance comparisons are presented.
System Model
We consider a multicarrier scheme where M data signals*, d,(k), m = 0,1,. . . , M -1, k E Z, with symbol rate l/T, are multiplexed in frequency by using a bank of bandpass finite impulse response (FIR) interpolating filters (h(,)(n)}, n E Z, to produce the transmitted signal s(i), i E Z, at time iT, = iz. In particular the critically sampled filter bank modulation [l, 21 is described; hence the subcarrier spacing is equal to 1/T. At the receiver, a bank of FIR decimation filters, { g ( m ) ( n ) } , selects the information for each subchannel. We assume that {h(")(n)} and {g(m)(n)} are non-zero only for n = 0, I , . . . , N h -1.3
Here the transmit and receive filters are, respectively, the frequency shift of two prototype filters {h(n)} and { g ( n ) } , namely ' v 'Traditionally in wireless applications, DMT with a cyclic prefix, is denoted as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). lE [.I, * and ' denote expectation, complex conjugate and transposition, respectively; Z is the set of integer numbers and j = a.
Without loss of generality, we assume that Nh is an integer multiple of M. Moreover, the prototype receive filter is matched to the transmit one, i.e. g(n) = h*(& -1 -n). Fig. 1 shows the efficient implementation by IFFT and FFT of a MC system based on a uniform filter bank, where {hi(m)} and
are the polyphase components of { h ( n ) } and { g ( n ) } , respectively. The choice of { h ( n ) } determines the particular type of multicamer system; in particular, when it is an ideal rectangular pulse the system is called DMT [4] . Instead, when {h(n)} is designed to minimize the overlap between the frequency responses of two adjacent subchannels, the corresponding system is called FMT [l] . In this system negligible IC1 is present at the receiver, whatever the transmission channel is; however, IS1 is always present and an equalizer is needed at the receiver.
We denote by { c e ( i ) } the equivalent discrete-time channel impulse response which is the sampled version of the composed channel given by the cascade of three filters: the digital-to-analog (D/A) converter, the analog baseband equivalent radio channel and the analog-to-digital (AD) converter. The D/A and A/D converters are designed to approximate an ideal square-root raised cosine shape with Nyquist frequency 1/(2TC). The channel model we have used for simulation is based on the measurements made for the wideband local area system denoted Wind-Flex [SI. These measurements provide a characterization of the indoor radio channel at 17 GHz. Two scenario are considered: a no line of sight scenario, with a mean rms delay spread U = 35 ns and a line of sight scenario, with U = 20 ns. Fading statistics are Rayleigh in both cases. In particular, we assume that ce(i) # 0 at most for i = 0,1, . . . , N, -1.
Additive complex-valued zero-mean white Gaussian noise (AWGN), zu(i), with variance CJ; is assumed to be superimposed to the received signal.
Equalization Schemes
In the FMT system almost no IC1 arises whatever the transmission channel is, while IS1 is always present in each subchannel, even if the transmission channel is ideal.
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Figure 2. DFME equalizer for the FMT system. Hence, it is mandatory to face two problems: equalization of the transmit filters and equalization of the transmission channel. In this section, some simplified equalizers are presented and compared with other known equalization procedures. Let's introduce the M-point FFT of the channel impulse response, i.e.
N,--l
Decision feedback multichannel equalizer (DFME). Assuming no ICI, the feedforward filters work on a subchanne1 base. A general solution, with an efficient receiver implementation [l, 21, is reported in Fig. 2 , where a DFE is inserted at the output of each subchannel. Although this scheme may not be convenient for high rate applications because of its computational complexity and the fact that the filter coefficients must be updated at least at regular time intervals to cope with the time varying nature of the channel, we now derive its equations for an upper bound on the system performance.
Once defined the overall impulse response of the m-th subchannel as . . , NFF -1, the feedfonvard and feedback filter can be designed as
where n = 1 , 2 , . . . , NFB. We point out that this scheme has an high computational complexity because at each channel estimate it requires the inversion of M NFF x NFF matrices. Post-FFT simplified DFME (postDFME). Let us assume that over each subchannel the frequency response of the transmission channel isJlat, i.e. it has both a constant amplitude and a constant phase. This condition is related to the number of subchannels of the multicarrier system and to the ratio between the r m s delay spread and T,. Under this assumption, from (1) and (2) the convolution between the m-th transmit filter and the transmission channel yields where n = 0,1, . . . , N h -1. Hence, the transmission channel can be adaptively equalized by a one tap per subchannel equalizer, 
from (1) we get nl=0
Hence, the feedforward and feedback filters ({ qFF ( n ) } and {qFB(n)}) are the same for all subchannels and they can be designed by using the standard DFE technique outlined in (5)- (7) where e(.) is replaced by & ( a ) .
The resulting equalization scheme is represented in Fig. 3 for the m-th subchannel.
We can expect to obtain some performance improvement by assuming a transmission channel with a linear phase within each subchannel. This linear term corresponds to the delay of the m-th subchannel and can be estimated easily from the coefficients { Q m } . As a first-order approximation of the delay T~ on the m-th subchannel, we assume
where L denotes the angle of a complex number in the range To simplify interpolation at the output of the FFT, each signal d m ( . ) is derived at the oversampled rate T / 2 . Then it is delayed of the quantity T , by a variable phase interpolator to yield
[-T, T).
(12) In our simulations the number of coefficients of the interpolator filter is I = 5.
In order to obtain the oversampled signal dm (TI:), the receiver has two parallel structures composed of a serial to parallel converter, a filter bank and a FFT. The input to the first structure is signal r(i) and the output yields the even samples d;, ( 2 k T / 2 ) . The input to the second structure is a delayed version of the received signal, r(i + M / 2 ) , and the receiver with the added feature of time interpolator will be named fractionally spaced (FS) equalizer. Pre-FFT simplified DFME (preDFME). In the preDFME the DFME is instead directly applied to the received signal. In this case receive filters equalize the transmit filters while the channel is equalized by the one-tap per subchanne1 structure. In particular, the feedforward and feedback subchannel filters, { p~~, , ( n ) } ,
and ( p~~, , ( n ) } , n = 1,2, . . . , NFB, are computed as DFE of the corresponding polyphase components of the transmit prototype filter, { h, ( n ) } ; hence they are different for each branch of the receiver filter bank. The resulting equalization scheme is represented in Fig. 4 (5) -(7) with the substitution of e, (.) with h , (.).
As it will be seen, for the same filter length, the preDFME is more efficient than the postDFME, because it needs to equalize only the transmit filters. Also for the preDFME, a FS approach can be used.
Performance Results
The performance of the various modulation and equalization techniques have been tested for the Wind-Flex scenario [SI and assuming M = 128 and l/Tc = 50 MHz. The channel impulse response is assumed known at the receiver (i.e. perfect channel estimation) and static, at least for the duration of one symbol. The average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), namely the ratio between the power of the signal s, (2) and the power of the noise 20 (i) , is assumed 20 dl3. The length of the prototype transmit filter is Nh = M . 16.
The performance is evaluated in terms of achievable bit- In order to obtain a fair comparison with the simplified FSpreDFME and FSpos tDFME, the FSDFME is also considered. Before reporting their performance, we recall the major features of the various schemes. Firstly, FMT has a better bandwidth efficiency than DMT-CP, because it does not use any cyclic pref;x. Moreover, the FMT needs fewer virtual carriers than DMT, since in this case the spectrum of the transmitted signal is less distorted by the filter included in the D/A converter, as observed in [7] . On the other hand, FMT equalization, both with preDFME and postDFME, is based on the assumption of subchannel flatness. Hence these schemes show a performance degradation for higher values of the ratio a/Tc. Fig. 5 and 6 report the performance results of both DMT and FMT with different equalizer structures in the two Wind-Flex scenarios. The best performance is obviously achieved when a DFME is implemented. However, this result is useful only as a benchmark since a similar --equalizer is impractical for radio applications. Roughly the same performance of DFME is achieved by more practical equalizers like FSepreDFME and preDFME. Performance degrades when the FSpostDFME and the postDFME are used. Indeed the introduction of the subchannel delay recovery, both in FSpreDFME and in FSpostDFME, allows for a slight performance improvement with respect to the simpler preDFME and postDFME schemes. In any case the performance is better than the DMT-CP scheme.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented equalization techniques for wireless FMT systems. From the numerical results we may conclude that FMT-FSpreDFME yields better performance (in terms of achievable bit rate) than DMT-CP and Hence, although FMT requires a moderately higher computational complexity than DMT, it may be considered as a possible candidate for high speed transmission in dispersive indoor/outdoor wireless channels. However, when the number of subcarriers is very high (e.g. 256 or more), the receiver must be very simple (e.g. for consumer electronics), and the whole system is synchronous, then DMT with cyclic prefix may still represent the most convenient solution. also than FMT-FSpostDFME. 
